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INNOVATIVE & MODERN PRACTICE TOOL

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Practice Concept: An Introduction.

The SKILLSHIRTZ® are multicolored training bibs and are protected by
trademarks and designs. They are color divided and each one has a
different color on the left and right half of the bib. This division allows
the development of direct as well as indirect color signals, and its use
as motion or action commands for a cognitive training process.

The SKILLSHIRTZ® can be used as training equipment in various sports.
Practice with the SKILLSHIRTZ® controls cognitive training processes
and links movements with tasks in the areas of perception, orientation,
anticipation, reaction and thus influences the speed of action. The
SKILLSHIRTZ® can be used singularly with athletes in individual training
as well as with a team and within training groups with several
athletes. A complete set of SKILLSHIRTZ® consists of a total of 12
differently colored training bibs and can be integrated into almost all
age groups.



INNOVATIVE & MODERN PRACTICE TOOL

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Practice Concept: An Introduction.

Practice with SKILLSHIRTZ® is founded on a basic training concept. On
the basis of this underlying training concept, countless practice options
and exercises can be developed independently.

The multifunctional training process can be described as a complex
movement theory. The added value results from the fact that the
visual and cognitive requirements are combined with sports-specific
and competition-related movements. Thus the mental requirements
are not isolated, but trained in direct relation to the sport and the
sport-specific movements or competition requirements.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Practice Concept: The 12 Piece Set.

SKILLSHIRTZ® help athletes and coaches as an alternative training
form and additional exercise tool, and can also be independently
applied outside the realm of competitive sports, for young or old
people to develop, improve or maintain cognitive processes.

The training concept is based on a specific combination of individual
SKILLSHIRTZ® in connection with the four colors RED, GREEN, BLUE and
YELLOW. When the colors were being selected, attention was paid to
single syllables and compatibility with existing training materials, such
as cones.
A complete set of SKILLSHIRTZ® consists of a total of 12 marking shirts.
Within this set, each color combination appears only once and is
unique.
Each SKILLSHIRTZ® comes with a mirrored twin. With regard to training,
this combination offers a wide range of possibilities for signaling and
movement requests.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Practice Concept: Action and Movement Tasks.

SKILLSHIRTZ® can be used to create countless movement exercises or
games. SKILLSHIRTZ® can be used for different ages and performance
levels.

The training concept essentially consists of the combination of the 12
SKILLSHIRTZ®. Based on this set, different training sequences can be
generated. Basically, an athlete or player is asked to understand
various coaching signals in relation to the colors of his own
SKILLSHIRTZ®, in order to correctly implement the action and exercises
based on the signal. In training with the SKILLSHIRTZ® the signals RED,
GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW, LEFT or RIGHT are primarily used. These signals, in
combination with colored cones, colored play zones or specific
requests for motion can mean a wide variety of activities.

COLOR YOUR DRILLS   
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLZ



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Sizes

SKILLSHIRTZ® are available in junior and adult sizes.
A SKILLSHIRTZ® set always consists of 12 SKILLSHIRTZ®.
The SKILLSHIRTZ® can be used individually in
individual training. In addition, several SKILLSHIRTZ®
can be combined in small group training. The whole
set is used with 12 athletes/players and in addition
several sets can be combined if more than 12
athletes/players are practicing.

The SKILLSHIRTZ® are numbered. The numbers are visible on the left side
of the chest and can be read quickly by athletes/players/coaches.
The Junior SKILLSHIRTZ® have the size 140-152 and the Senior
SKILLSHIRTZ® have the adult size M-L.

SENIOR SET
ADULT SIZE M - L

JUNIOR SET
SIZE 140 - 152



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

With a simple color signal [e.g. BLUE] the coach asks 
the athlete during a pass to process the pass with the 

blue [here LEFT] side [e.g. pick it up].

With a simple color signal [e.g. RED], the coach asks 
the athlete during a pass to process the pass with the 

RED [here RIGHT] side and lead it to the colored 
marker.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and Potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

With a double color signal [e.g. BLUE/RED] the coach 
asks the athlete during a pass to process the pass with 
the blue [here LEFT] side and play it back with the red 

[here RIGHT] side.

The complexity can be increased by simply changing 
the meaning of the signals. Example: RED means BLUE 
/ BLUE means RED - signal LEFT corresponds with a run 
to the red marker and signal RIGHT corresponds with a 

run to the blue marker.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and Potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

With a simple signal [e.g. LEFT] the athlete receives a 
movement task and must run to the colored marker 

corresponding to his LEFT SKILLSHIRTZ® side.

With a double signal [e.g. LEFT/RIGHT], the athletes are 
asked to run to the colored markers one after the 

other, according to their own SKILLSHIRTZ® color sides.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and Potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

With each simple color signal (e.g. YELLOW], the 
coach names exactly 6 of 12 players. These 6 players 

can be named as one team, for example by the 
coaching signal. All players who have no yellow part 

on their SKILLSHIRTZ® act together as the opposing 
team.

With each double color signal (e.g. BLUE/RED] the 
coach names exactly 2 of 12 players. With this signal 
exactly 2 players can be activated. For the other 10 

players that are not named, the signal may result in a 
different task. Example: “Catch”: 2 catchers are 

activated.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and Potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

YELLOW: Catch with 
your right hand. If a 

player receives the ball 
from a team mate who 
has a yellow color in his 

SKILLSHIRTZ®, the ball 
must be caught with 

the right hand.

The four colors [RED/BLUE/YELLOW/GREEN] can be 
associated with specific movements or technical tasks. 

For example, in regards to throws, passes or shots, a 
specific technique can be combined with a color. The 

technique execution can depend on the own 
SKILLSHIRTZ® or on the SKILLSHIRTZ® of the pass giver.

BLUE: Reception with the 
right foot. When a player 
receives the ball from a 

teammate who has a blue 
color in his SKILLSHIRTZ®, the 
ball must be handled with 

the right foot.



COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Possibilities and Potentials of Signaling: Practical Examples.

With each simple side signal [e.g. LEFT] the coach 
names exactly one color for each player. This 
signal means RED for 3 players, YELLOW for 3 
players, BLUE for 3 players and GREEN for 3 

players. In combination with 4 colored markers, 
this results e.g. in a route to the corresponding 

colored marker for each player.



METHODOLOGY: Combination of different team sizes

The SKILLSHIRTZ® Teams

6 vs. 6 (Example: YELLOW VS. COLOR) 5 vs. 5 (Example: YELLOW VS. COLOR)

4 vs. 4 (Example: YELLOW VS. COLOR) 3 vs. 3 (Example: YELLOW VS. COLOR)

2 vs. 2 (Example: YELLOW VS. COLOR) 1 vs. 1



METHODOLOGY: Combination of Different Team Sizes

With 6 players (left side BLUE + GREEN) With 7 players 

With 8 players With 9 players

With 10 players With 11 players

4x green
4x blue
2x red
2x yellow
4 vs. 2

3x green
5x blue
4x red
4x Yellow
4 vs. 4
5 vs. 3

3x green
5x blue
5x red
5x Yellow
5 vs. 4
6 vs. 3

4x green
5x blue
6x red
5x yellow
6 vs. 4
5 vs. 5

5x green
5x blue
6x red
6x yellow
6 vs. 5

5x green
4x blue
3x red
3x Yellow
4 vs. 3
5 vs. 2
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COGNITIVE PRACTICE THROUGH COMPLEX COLOR-SIGNALING

Side Assignment Exercise Examples

The numbers on the sample bibs help with the
side assignment. The number is printed on the

front of the bibs like on the actual Skillshirtz and
not on the back. 



Soccer Game Form #1

Game Form 6 vs. 6: SKILLSHIRTZ® Colors Determine Teams!

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

The coach puts a ball into play and uses a simple color signal
(e.g. BLUE) to determine the team set-up. With the signal BLUE
the 6 players play together, who have a blue color in their
SKILLSHIRTZ®. A 6 vs. 6 form of play follows.

Variations:
• The first ball contact of a player after the coach puts the 

ball into play determines the color of the team that’s 
playing together.

• Not the first, but one of the following contacts after the ball 
was put into play, determines the team set-up. The coach 
calls the number of the defining ball contact, when he puts 
the ball into play.



Soccer Game Form #2

5 vs. 5 on Large Goals

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

The coach plays a pass to any player. A simple color signal by the
coach (e.g. RED) determines the team set-up. Afterwards, the named
team (e.g. the 5 players with red in their SKILLSHIRTZ®) plays on the
goal which is furthest away from the first player that had received the
ball. The opposing team tries to prevent a goal and to counterattack
on the opposite goal. With every pass by the coach, there is a new
coaching signal and with it a new team set-up is called.

Variations:
• The first touch of the first player determines the teams depending on 

his SKILLSHIRTZ® color (here right = yellow/left = red).



Soccer Game Form #3

5 vs. 5 on Large Goals With SKILLSHIRTZ Goalkeepers

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

The game always starts with a ball played by one of the two
goalkeepers. A simple color signal by the goalkeeper (e.g. YELLOW)
determines the team set-up. Afterwards the named team (e.g. the 5
players with yellow in their SKILLSHIRTZ®) plays on the goal, which is
opposite from where the game started. The opposing team tries to
prevent a goal and to counterattack on the goal which is closest to
the ball. With every pass by the goalkeeper, a new coaching signal
and therefore a new team set-up is called.

Variations:
• The goalkeeper may only name one of the two colors from his own 

SKILLSHIRTZ ®.
• The teams are determined depending on the pass from the 

goalkeeper (e.g. left = red/right = green). 



Soccer Game Form #4

Game Form 5 vs. 5: SKILLSHIRTZ® Colors Determine Teams + Mini Goals!

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

The coach puts a ball into play and determines the team set-up
with a simple color signal (e.g. BLUE). Due to the signal BLUE, the 6
players who have a blue color in their SKILLSHIRTZ® form one
team. A 6 vs. 6 game form follows. After three passes all four of
the mini goals are open for scoring.

Variations:
• The first ball contact of a player after the coach puts the ball into 

play determines the color of the team that’s playing together.
• Players may only attack the two goals that are marked with the 

colors the player is wearing. (Ex. 6 BLUE/YELLOW)
• Players may only attack the two goals that are marked with the 

colors the player is wearing. They have to consider with which foot to 
score (Ex. 6 RIGHT: BLUE/LEFT:YELLOW with the right foot the goal 
that’s marked blue, with the left foot the goal that’s marked yellow)



Soccer Game Form #5

Game Form 4 vs. 4 plus 4: SKILLSHIRTZ® Result In Passing Options!

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

The game form basically consists of a 4 vs. 4, with another 4
players positioning themselves as neutral players on the
outside of the field. The coach plays a pass to any of the
players. Either the coach names the team set-up by calling a
color or the first contact of the pass receiver determines the
team set-up. The color of his SKILLSHIRTZ® side with which he
processed the coach's pass is decisive. The teams are playing
a game of ball possession. Players are only allowed to play
the ball to one of the „outside players“ if the pass giver has
one same color in his SKILLSHIRTZ® as the pass receiver.

Variations:
• The outside player may only use the side that corresponds 

with the color of the pass giver.



Soccer Game Form #6

Skillshirtz Rondo Tricolored

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

One SKILLSHIRTZ® color is taken out (here all yellow bibs). The
players play a 4 vs. 2 rondo majority game. The 4 players are
always in possession of the ball and try to keep it in their own
rows as long as possible. Once the 2 outnumbered players
touch the ball, the coach will put the next ball into play. Each
time he puts a ball into play, the coach names a color [e.g.
BLUE] and thus determines the 4 players who act as the
majority team. All players who have this color on their
SKILLSHIRTZ® play together. Additional rules may apply. For
example, it counts as a point if the pass side of the pass giver
matches the receiving side of the pass receiver.



Soccer Game Form #7

Game Form 4 vs. 4 + 2: Neutral SKILLSHIRTZ® Players Open Goals!

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

For this form of play the SKILLSHIRTZ® are combined with
classic training shirts (here RED and GREEN marker shirts). The
team RED plays against the team GREEN. Two players wear
SKILLSHIRTZ® and act as neutral players. After a neutral player
has been passed to, the goals, which correspond to the
colors on his SKILLSHIRTZ®, open.

Variation:
• It is decisive with which foot the neutral SKILLSHIRTZ® 

wearing player made the first ball contact. The color of the 
SKILLSHIRTZ® side used for the first ball contact, determines 
which goals are activated.



Soccer Game Form #8

4 vs. 4 + 2 Twins

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

Two SKILLSHIRTZ® are combined with single-colored training shirts. 4 red
players play against 4 blue players. Additionally two players wear
blue/red SKILLSHIRTZ®. These two players always play with the team
that is in possession of the ball. The result is a 4 + 2 vs. 4 majority
situation. If red is in possession of the ball, the neutral players may only
use the foot that corresponds to the red SKILLSHIRTZ® color. If blue is in
possession of the ball, the neutral players may only use the foot that
corresponds to the blue SKILLSHIRTZ® color. The neutral players must
play the ball with one touch.

Variations:
• There is no one touch rule in place for the neutral players -

but the pass must be played with the same color



Soccer Game Form #9

Flexible 3 vs. 3 on Large Goals With Twins

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

The twins are spread over six starting positions. The coach starts a
3 vs. 3 match with his pass into one of the four corners. Only one
of the twins participates per round. The team set-up is determined
by a simple color signal from the coach. During the coach's pass
he calls one of the two SKILLSHIRTZ® colors of the pass receiver
(e.g. RED). All players having a red color in their SKILLSHIRTZ® act
together and attack the distant large goal. The other team
counterattacks on the near goal. The game continues until a goal
is scored before the coach kicks in the next ball.

Variations:
• The receiving leg of the player that the ball has been passed to 

determines the team set-up.



Soccer Game Form #10

1 vs. 1 With Changing Starting Points

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

The players are distributed on the four starting positions
YELLOW/RED/BLUE and GREEN. At each position all four SKILLSHIRTZ®
colors are present. Two players start a 1 vs. 1 match on the big goals.
Depending on the leg of the player that the play was finalized with
(e.g. here left/red), a new player (here: red) starts from the
corresponding color hat for a 1 vs. 1. The player who finished the play,
switches immediately and defends against the new dribbling player.

Variations:
• If the player scores = color of the kicking leg
• If the player does not score = color of the other side of the player 

that finished the play



Soccer Game Form #11

3 vs. 3 Funino

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

All even numbers are required for this game form. This game form
always starts with a ball by the coach. A 3 vs. 3 game starts and a
simple color signal by the coach (e.g. GREEN) determines the team
set-up. Afterwards the named team (e.g. the 3 players with a green
SKILLSHIRTZ® color) plays on the two goals which are further away from
the start of the game. The opposing team tries to prevent a goal and
to counterattack on the two goals which were close to the ball. With
every pass by the coach a new coaching signal and therefore a new
team set-up is called.

Variations:
• The goals are marked with the four SKILLSHIRTZ ® colors. The named 

team always attacks the two goals where the marker of the same 
color is positioned.

• The goals are marked with the four SKILLSHIRTZ ® colors. Each player 
may attack the goals with two colors contained in his bib. (e.g. 
player 8 green and yellow)



Soccer Game Form #12

3 vs. 3 Funino With Colored Goals

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

All even numbers are required for this game form. This game form
always starts with a ball by the coach. A 3 vs. 3 game starts and a
simple color signal by the coach (e.g. YELLOW) determines the team
composition. Afterwards the named team (e.g. the 3 players with a
yellow SKILLSHIRTZ® color) plays on the two goals on the side where the
yellow goal is positioned. The opposing team tries to prevent a goal
and to counterattack on the two goals which are on the opposite
side. With every pass by the coach a new coaching signal and
therefore a new team set-up is called.

Variations:
• Each player may attack the goals with two colors from his bib. 

(Example: Player 8 green and yellow)
• Each player may attack the goals with the two colors from his bib 

and must respect the sides. (e.g. player 8 with his right foot on green 
and with his left foot on yellow)

• The goal completion must be directly (with one touch).



Soccer Game Form #13

Dribbling & Orientation: SKILLSHIRTZ® Colors As Signals!

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

Each player has his own ball and moves through the pitch in free
dribbling. By a signal from the coach, some players have to leave their
ball and take over another lying ball. The goal is to be the first to reach
the new ball. The coach can use a simple color signal (e.g. RED). All
players who have the called color in their SKILLSHIRTZ® have to find a
new ball. Alternatively, the coach can call up a double color signal
(e.g. BLUE/YELLOW) and thus activate exactly one pair of twins.

Variations:
• The pitch is marked with colored markers and the named 

players must circle around a marker of their color before 
they are allowed to take a new ball.

• The players have to head for both colors of their 
SKILLSHIRTZ® and thus have to circle around two markers.



Soccer Game Form #14

Cognitive Passing and 1st Contact

IMPLEMENTATION & COACHING

The players each wear a SKILLSHIRTZ®. Different colored markers are
set. The respective pass giver always plays a pass in connection with a
signal. The pass receiver reacts to the signal by processing the ball.
Examples: Calling up a color means taking the ball to a marker
corresponding to the color called up, or calling up „left" or „right"
means taking the ball to a marker corresponding to the respective shirt
color on that side.

Variations:
• Without acoustic signals. The passing leg of the pass giver determines 

the direction of the first contact from the pass receiver.
• Follow-up action after first contact, by dribbling to the second color 

contained in the shirt



Soccer Game Form #15

SKILLSHIRTZ® “Catch”: Catcher & 10 Chased!

IMPLEMENTATION, SIGNALING & COACHING

The 12 SKILLSHIRTZ® players move around a pitch and run freely
around each other. The coach names exactly 2 players by a
double color signal (e.g. BLUE/RED). The players who wear both
mentioned colors in their SKILLSHIRTZ® are activated as catchers
and try to tick another player as quickly as possible. All other
players try to escape. Afterwards all players move around again
and the coach names two other catchers. The two players can
compete against each other. The winner is the player who either
first catches a certain number of players or more players within a
given time.

Variations:
• The catchers may only catch players who have one of their 

own colors in their SKILLSHIRTZ®. Two players are left out here, 
who are allowed to hinder the catchers while they are chasing 
the others.
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